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Day care
New service will
help WU families
find providers
BY BETSY ROGERS

On yOUr mark ... get Set ... GO! With a blast of the starter's gun, 258 participants seek f rontrunner status Saturday, March 25, at
the 13th annual Thurtene 5K Road Race, held at Forest Park. Proceeds from the event, which is sponsored by the University's junior
honorary, benefit Our Little Haven, a residential therapeutic treatment center for babies and children. The road race is one of several
Thurtene-sponsored spring events that will culminate with the Thurtene Carnival April 15-16.

MBA students tackle real-world e-challenge
BY NANCY BELT

If the business world is a playing
field, then the management
consulting competition held
Friday, March 24, at the John M.
Olin School of Business was a
high-powered warm-up — with
financial rewards.
In this fourth annual case
competition, sponsored for the
first time by Epic Partners, a
national information technology
services provider headquartered
in St. Louis, 10 teams of students
in the full-time master of business
administration (MBA) program
matched wits as they presented
business strategies for an actual
Epic client. The client, a sales and
service organization in the
transportation industry, seeks to
expand its physical presence into
the digital world — a need
confronting many businesses that
have discovered Web sites alone
are not effective.
Teams had only 15 hours to
develop their strategies and
prepare 15-minute presentations
to the judges — four senior
executives from Epic Partners,
two professors at the business

school and professionals in the
transportation industry. The
winning foursome took home
$2,000. Teams in second, third
and fourth places received $1,000,
$500 and $250 respectively. Each
participant also received a $50 gift
certificate from Varsitybooks.com.
"Dealing with an actual
company facing a bona fide
business challenge is a first in this
competition," said Tim Davis,
who received a master of business
administration degree from the
University in 1995 and is now
president of Epic Strategies,'a
division of Epic Partners, and an
adjunct professor of e-commerce
here. "This case is especially
important and timely because, in
e-commerce, first-mover advantage can make all the difference."
Students were evaluated on
their approach, their ability to
define the problem and to provide
analysis and cost/benefit considerations (60 percent), as well as on
their presentation, in terms of
tools used, team dynamics, and
verbal and nonverbal skills
(40 percent).
Competitors, who signed up in
advance, were randomly grouped

into teams of four and presented
with the case background at
5:30 p.m. Thursday, March 23.
They had until 8 a.m. Friday to
assess and develop their solutions
and prepare "boardroom"
presentations, including appropriate graphs, charts, artwork and
other written material.
The stiffest challenge for the
teams probably was choosing the
best strategy. "Because we're all
passionate about ideas on
strategy, we could discuss them
for hours," said Stephanie
Anderson of Flint, Mich., 2001
MBA candidate and co-chair of
the Management Consulting
Club.
Added Peter Eberle of
Arlington, Va., also a 2001 MBA
candidate and the other co-chair:
"Ultimately, you have to pull the
trigger and go with an idea."
Student teams were narrowed
to four after the first round of
competition, and after the second
round winners were announced.
Anderson was on the first place
team, along with Hugh Patrick
Hatcher, a 2001 MBA candidate
from Denver, and Siddhartha
Bhattacharya, MBA 2000, from

Tripura, India.
"This is a prime example of
the Olin School's emphasis on
experiential learning," said Joseph
Fox, associate dean, MBA
programs, and director of the
school's Center for Experiential
Learning. "The competition
simulates the work environment,
in which it is crucial, even under
intense pressure, to accurately
assess a client's needs, develop
See E-challenge, Page 6

Addressing an oft-cited need
on campus, Washington
University has entered into a
contract with the Child Day Care
Association (CDCA), a St. Louis
nonprofit group, to help staff and
faculty find suitable day care
facilities for their children.
Under the agreement, employees can turn to the child care
resource and referral service for
comprehensive information about
area day care centers and help in
finding the one that best meets
their needs.
In an additional innovative
feature, the agreement provides as
well for help in finding elder care,
both locally and across the nation.
Child care emerged as a key
concern in last fall's Association of
Women Faculty's Report on the
Status of Women on the Hilltop
Campus, which noted that child
care challenges can be a roadblock
to professional advancement.
Women, who continue to be
primary caretakers in American
families, typically are not as free as
men to travel to professional
gatherings, stay late at the office or
remain at work when a child is ill.
In response to the report,
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
appointed a group to review
options, under the leadership of
See Day care, Page 6

'Neighbor News' offers link
between campus, community
BY CHRISTINE FARMER

Anew tool has been developed
to strengthen the University's
relationship with neighboring
communities. The first issue of
WU Neighbor News, a four-page
newsletter, was mailed this week
to 2,200 residents in Clayton,
University City and the city of
St. Louis.
Produced three times a year by
the Office of Governmental and

Community Relations, the
newsletter is designed to foster
mutual understanding and respect
with neighbors through the
sharing of information. In
addition to the mailing, the
newsletter also has been placed at
a few locations on campus.
"WU Neighbor News is a
vehicle for keeping neighbors
informed and ultimately involved
in the life of the University," said
See News, Page 6

China now leads world in sulfur emissions, research shows
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

As the new century begins, the
dark reaches of the world have
shifted from the West to the East.
An ambitious analysis of
global sulfur emissions estimates
spanning two centuries shows
that the United States, Europe and
the former Soviet Union have
stabilized their emissions over the
past 20 years, while mainland
China's sulfur emissions have
soared. China now holds the
dubious distinction of the
country with the highest production of sulfur emissions.
Coal consumption overwhelm-

ingly accounted for the largest
contributions to sulfur emissions
worldwide. Other activities taken
into account in the analysis were
metal smelting and oil consumption.
The data were gathered and
analyzed by Rudolf B. Husar,
Ph.D., professor of mechanical
engineering and director of the
University's Center for Air
Pollution Impact, Trends and
Analysis (CAPITA), the world's
largest private library of air
pollution statistics. He published
the analysis in the journal
Atmospheric Environment. Coauthors are Janja D. Husar, Ph.D.,

research associate in CAPITA, and
Allen S. Lefohn, Ph.D., of A.S.L.
and Associates in Helena, Mont.
The Department of Energy
funded part of the research.
"Fuel consumption is the key
piece of data," Husar said. "And it
is relatively easy to get because
most countries have kept track of
their consumption."
Husar and his colleagues relied
on a vast network to get their fuel
and metal smelting information.
Nineteenth-century data were
found in literature and in
occasional obscure publications.
The 20th-century data were
mostly based on League of

Nations — later United Nations
— publications, mineral yearbooks of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines, and Her Majesty's
Stationery Office in London. The
researchers also used fuel
consumption data from 1950 to
1990 that had been compiled by
the U.S. Department of Energy's
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
In all, estimates were derived for
234 countries.
The researchers estimated
yearly emissions per country
based on net fuel production —
production plus imports minus
exports. Sulfur content and sulfur
retention information based on

the individual country's activities
also figured into the estimates.
"The stabilizing U.S. and Soviet
Union sulfur emissions have
occurred in part by switches in the
United States from high- to lowsulfur coals and tighter environmental controls," Husar said. "In
the former Soviet Union, there has
been a greater reliance on natural
gas, which is abundant in Russia.
"In the United States, alternative fuels such as natural gas and
nuclear power have made an
impact. In both countries, but
particularly the United States, the
shift from a smokestack economy
See China, Page 6
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Displacement, deracination are
themes of German symposium
the case with Kleist," Liitzeler said.
"In that regard he can be compared
to Kafka in our century.
Deracination, displacement,
"The central aspects of his work
confusion, dislocation and
are equally prominent in those
identity crisis are the central
themes in the stories and dramas of works of contemporary literature
Heinrich von Kleist, the most
that address today's conflicts
between emancipation and
prominent author of German
domination, multiculture and
Romanticism and one of the
fundamentalism, post-colonialism
outstanding writers of European
and imperialism," he said. "The
Romanticism in general.
topic of the symposium is of
Fittingly, they also serve as the
particular relevance in our age of
, topics to be discussed Friday,
March 31, through Sunday, April 2, migration and cultural hybridizaat the 15th St. Louis Symposium on tion."
Arts & Sciences faculty speakers,
German Literature. Titled
in addition to Liitzeler and Pan, are:
"Heinrich von Kleist's Works:
• Joseph Loewenstein, Ph.D.,
Aspects of Displacement and
associate professor of English;
Deracination," the symposium
■ Stephan Schindler, Ph.D.,
features lectures from leading
associate professor of Germanic
scholars from Germany, Australia
languages and literatures; and
and the United States. The event,
• Lynne Tatlock, Ph.D., professor
which is free and open to the
public, will be held in the Women's of Germanic languages and
Building Formal Lounge.
literatures.
Three other featured speakers
Author Hans Christoph Buch
are former Washington University
from Berlin will give the banquet
address, titled "My Fascination with students who received doctorates
from the German department in
Heinrich von Kleist," at 7 p.m.
recent years.
Friday at the Whittemore House.
The symposium is supported by
Symposium organizers are Paul
the Fritz Thyssen Foundation in
Michael Liitzeler, Ph.D., the Rosa
Cologne, Germany; the Max Kade
May Distinguished University '
Foundation in New York; the
Professor in the Humanities,
director of the Max Kade Center for German Research Foundation in
Bonn, Germany; the Department of
Contemporary German Literature
Germanic Languages and Literaand of the European Studies
tures and its Center for ContempoProgram, and David Pan, Ph.D.,
rary German Literature; the
assistant professor of Germanic
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences;
languages and literatures, both in
and the John M. Olin Library.
Arts & Sciences.
For more information, call
"There are only a few authors of
German Romanticism whose works 935-5106 or go online (http://
relate to our generations with such www.artsci.wustl.edu/~german/
hvksymposium.html).
an immediacy and intensity as is
BY DAVID MOESSNER

The campus tour season is in full swing as the University community moves into April Welcome,
Undergraduate Admissions' annual full-court press to introduce admitted students to life at Washington
University.

Rolling out the April Welcome wagon
BY CHRISTINE FARMER

The University is rolling out the
welcome wagon in April for
students admitted to next fall's
freshman class. April Welcome, an
annual month-long event, will
bring about 1,000 prospective
students from the Class of 2004 to
campus for a sampling of life at
Washington University.
The admitted students, who
received an open invitation to
visit campus any time in April,
were culled from an all-time
record of approximately 19,000
undergraduate applications, an
increase of about 10 percent over
last year's record numbers. In
addition, about 500 high school
juniors also will come to campus
in April as they begin their college
searches.
In its eighth year, the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions event
gives students an opportunity to
experience the University and the
St. Louis area.
"Many students have said that
April Welcome made the difference in their decision to attend
Washington University, so making
the visiting students feel like they
belong here is very important,"
said Nanette H. Tarbouni, director

of admissions. "The involvement
and enthusiasm of our current
students and the entire University
community is quite impressive —
and crucial to making the month
successful."
About half of the students who
participate in April Welcome end
up enrolling here, Tarbouni said.
The high school seniors can
take part in activities both on and
off campus during their visit.
They can room with a current
student in a residence hall, sit in
on classes, talk with faculty, attend
meetings and social activities
sponsored by numerous student
organizations and sample the
area's entertainment and cultural
attractions — sporting events,
theater, concerts and museums.
The schools of art, architecture,
engineering and business also will
offer special tours of their
facilities. The annual Multicultural Celebration Weekend
April 13-16 will draw many
prospective students from all over
the country.
"They get to feel as if they are
actually University students
during their visit, and we present
opportunities that allow them to
learn about student clubs, campus
activities and other events in

addition to our academic
environment," Tarbouni said.
"In fact, the opportunity to
interact with our current students
is one of the major factors that
influences a high school student
to attend Washington University.
All of our students, including the
members of our great Student
Admissions Committee, do a
wonderful job representing our
University."
Throughout the month, the
undergraduate admissions office
will extend its hours for prospective students and their parents. In
addition to its regular 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekday hours, the office
will be open from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays. Student
Financial Services will have dropin hours from 1 to 4 p.m.
Mondays and Fridays and from
1 to 3 p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays.
Additional campus tours will
be added to the schedule for April
Welcome. Tours will leave from
the undergraduate admissions
office at 10 and 11 a.m. and
2:30 p.m. Mondays and Fridays;
at 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays; at
10:30 a.m. and noon on Saturdays
and at noon on Sundays.

News Briefs
are making unprecedented
efforts to encourage students to
fill out their U.S. Census forms,
according to USA Today. The
efforts stem from lessons learned
following the 1990 Census, when
many college communities
missed out on millions of dollars
in federal aid because students
failed to fill out their forms.

New in cyberspace
You might have noticed the
University's new redesigned Web
page, which was developed by a
task force with a charge from
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton.
Shirley K. Baker, vice chancellor
for information technology and
dean of University libraries,
chaired the group, which spent a
year redesigning and developing
the site.
The Web site gets more than
1 million hits per week, with
40 percent of those coming from
outside the University. The
University's 10,000-plus Web
pages serve prospective and
current students, faculty, staff,
parents, alumni, community
members, visitors and the
media. Users can register for
courses, renew library books or
apply for jobs through the site.
The Web task force will
continue to help shape the
University's Web presence and
growth. Feedback from the
University community about the
site is always welcome. Click on
the comments link at the
bottom of the home page to
access a screen for making
suggestions.

Campus quiz: These lamps shed
light on what part of the Medical
Campus? Answer below.

New outreach service
The Saturday Neighborhood
Health Center, operated by
students at the School of
Medicine and the George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work, has added diagnosis and
treatment of skin problems to its
services with the help of Michael
Heffernan, M.D., instructor in
dermatology. The clinic offers
free health care services on a
walk-in basis to adults who have
no health insurance.

Head count
With strong support from local
communities, colleges and
universities across the country

Did you know?
Washington University's School
of Medicine ranked third among
the nation's medical schools in
the amount of grant support
received from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) in
1999 — up from fourth the year
before. The University received
$225.6 million in research
funding, after Johns Hopkins
University ($255.3 million) and
the University of Pennsylvania
($238.4 million). The NIH
supports numerous basic and
clinical research projects aimed
at understanding or treating a
variety of diseases, including
cancer, heart disease and AIDS.
Answer: These handsome lights
brighten the way for people
entering the School of Medicine's
North Building.

Eminent black psychologist
keynotes MLK symposium
Clinical
psychologist
and author
Na'im Akbar
will deliver the
keynote address
for the annual
Martin Luther
King Jr. Sympof
sium on "African Americans:
Change Agents for America," at
11 a.m. Wednesday, April 5, in
Graham Chapel. The lecture, part
of the Assembly Series, is free and
open to the public.
Akbar has been acclaimed by
Essence Magazine as "one of the
world's preeminent psychologists
and a pioneer in the development
of an African-centered approach
in modern psychology." He teaches
in the Department of Psychology
at Florida State University, <
Tallahassee, and heads a private
consulting firm, Mind Productions and Associates Inc.
The author of eight books,
Akbar delivers a clear message:
"Black people in America have
much greater inner power than
they realize, but they must
rediscover themselves in order to
use it." His books include
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Assembly Series
Who Na'im Akbar
Where Graham Chapel
When 11 a.m. April 5
Admission Free and open to the public

"The Community of Self" (1985),
"Visions for Black Men" (1992),
"Light from Ancient Africa"
(1994), "Natural Psychology and
Human Transformations" (1995)
and "Breaking the Chains of
Psychological Slavery" (1996).
Akbar has served several terms
on the board of the National
Association of Black Psychologists, including one as president in
1987-88, and on the editorial
board of the Journal of Black
Studies. He was associate editor of
the Journal of Black Psychology
for eight years.
Akbar earned both bachelor's
and doctoral degrees in psychology at the University of Michigan.
For more information, visit the
Assembly Series Web page (http://
wupa.wustl.edu/assembly) or call
935-5285.
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Medical School Update
Adults with mild Alzheimer's can drive as safely as others
als had an average age of 77, were
adjustment for number of miles
pilot study raises the interesting
question that maybe there's a
still driving at the time of the
driven per year.
The participants with mild
difference in the type of crash
A diagnosis of Alzheimer's
study, had a valid driver's license
dementia reported less time on the rather than in the number of
disease, at least in its mildest and at least 10 years of driving
road than those with very mild
experience. They were screened
crashes."
forms, does not necessarily
dementia. "It is significant that we
Carr also noted the study's
mean that a person is more likely to with the Clinical Dementia Rating
documented for the first time that, limitations. Although the results
have automobile accidents. School scale, which determines whether a
were similar to
person is
of Medicine investigators have
likely to have
previous larger studies,
found that most older adults with
Alzheimer's
the investigators
very mild or mild dementia have
"We shouldn't restrict or revoke driving
and what
studied a small sample.
similar crash rates per mile
stage the
compared with other older adults.
privileges based on a diagnosis of Alzheimer's Of those invited to
participate, 53 percent
"We shouldn't restrict or revoke disease has
alone, but we should base it on disease severity declined. "It's conceivreached.
driving privileges based on a
Particiable that some decided
diagnosis of Alzheimer's alone, but
and functional impairment."
pants also
not to participate
we should base it on disease
DAVID B. CARR, M.D.
because they had some
severity and functional impairkept a daily
driving diary,
insight into their
ment," said David B. Carr, M.D.,
as Alzheimer patients become more ability and were concerned with
assistant professor of medicine and which enabled the researchers to
estimate how many miles each
demented, they tend to drive less,"
what the study might find," Carr
lead author of a paper in the
Carr said.
said. "You also have to realize that
January 2000 issue of the Journal of subject would travel per year.
Although further study is
this study population has very
the American Geriatrics Society.
Low crash rates
needed, Carr said that crashes
involved family members and may
John C. Morris, M.D., the
involving drivers with Alzheimer's not be representative of the
Using state records, the investigaHarvey A. and Dorismae Hacker
tors compared crash rates of 63
disease were somewhat more likely general population."
Friedman Professor of Neurology,
drivers diagnosed with very mild
to be the driver's fault, to involve
Alzheimer's disease affects
headed the research team. The
injuries and to involve a police
about 4 million Americans, many
National Institute on Aging funded or mild dementia and 58 drivers
who did not have dementia. The
citation for failure to yield. Howof whom continue to drive
the study.
results showed that crash rates
ever, these differences also were
throughout the early stages. As the
The investigators studied 121
statistically insignificant.
American population ages and the
were low for all three groups of
participants recruited from the
older drivers. The differences
"Not all crashes are created
prevalence of the disorder
medical school's Alzheimer's
between groups were not statistiequal," Carr said. "While we can't
increases, some doctors, policyDisease Research Center, which
draw any definite conclusions, this makers and motor-vehicle
Morris co-directs. These individu- cally significant even after
BY NICOLE VINES

departments are debating how to
determine when elderly drivers
become a safety risk.
Carr believes the data suggest
that routinely restricting this
population from driving is
unjustified. "The absolute risk per
year per driver is still much lower
than for teenagers," he said.
He stressed that each driver's
mind and ability should be
evaluated individually. "If
someone identifies a driver with
Alzheimer's, road testing performed by an occupational
therapist or geriatric physician is
useful for determining driver
confidence," he said. "Even if it is
felt they can drive, they should be
monitored over time with repeat
examinations."
Carr also said that individuals
concerned with a loved one's
driving ability should try to
involve the patient's physician,
who often can write a prohibition
on driving that many patients will
obey. A doctor also can write a
letter to a state's Department of
Motor Vehicles requesting that a
patient's license be revoked. In
some states, family members can
refer unsafe drivers for retesting.

DiPersio named chief
of new oncology division
of leukemia and heads the study
group on bone marrow transplantation and leukemia for The Alvin J.
John F. DiPersio, M.D., Ph.D.,
Siteman Cancer Center at Barneshas been named chief of the
new Division of Oncology at the
Jewish Hospital and the School of
School of Medicine. The new
' Medicine. He also conducts
division combines the previous
research aimed at improving the
divisions of medical and molecular success of bone marrow and stemoncology and bone marrow
cell transplants for the treatment of
transplantacancer and blood disorders.
He helped pioneer stem-cell
tion and stem
transplants and has strengthened
cell biology.
The new
clinical and basic research efforts
related to transplants. The Division
division will
of Bone Marrow Transplantation
have four
has performed more than 250
sections:
molecular
transplants each year in recent
years.
oncology,
stem cell
DiPersio is a councilor for the
International Society for Experibiology,
DiPersio: Stem-cell
medical
mental Hematology and chairs its
transplant pioneer
oncology, and nominating committee. He also is a
bone marrow transplantation and
member of several other national
leukemia.
and international societies,
Douglas C. Dean, Ph.D.,
including the American Society of
professor of medicine and of cell
Clinical Investigation, and author
biology and physiology, will direct of more than 80 scientific articles.
the molecular oncology section.
He came to Washington
Timothy J. Ley, M.D., the Alan A.
University in 1994 from the
and Edith L. Wolff Professor of
University of Rochester, New York,
Medicine, will direct the stem cell
where he was an assistant professor
biology section. DiPersio will
of medicine and directed the bone
direct the remaining two sections.
marrow transplantation program at
DiPersio is a professor of
Strong Memorial Hospital.
medicine, of pathology and of
Before that, DiPersio was an
pediatrics and holds the Lewis T.
assistant professor of medicine in
and Rosalind B. Apple Chair in
hematology/oncology at the
Oncology at Barnes-Jewish
University of California, Los
Hospital. His new appointment
Angeles, where he had been a fellow
was announced by Kenneth S.
until 1987. He served his internPolonsky, M.D., the Adolphus
ship, residency and chief residency
Busch Professor and head of the
in internal medicine at the UniverMilliken Department of Internal
sity of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center.
Medicine.
"Dr. DiPersio is an outstanding
DiPersio graduated magna cum
physician-scientist who led the
laude from Williams College with
phenomenal growth in our bone
an honors degree in biology in
marrow transplant program since
1973. He received a postdoctoral
1994," Polonsky said. "I am
degree in microbiology and a
confident that his leadership skills
medical degree from the University
will lead to similar growth in our
of Rochester in 1980, where he was
broader cancer programs."
a member of the professional
DiPersio studies mouse models honor society Alpha Omega Alpha.
BY BARBRA RODRIGUEZ

Retiree luncheon to be held April 15
On April 15, the Washington
University School of Medicine
Retirees Association will hold its
16th annual luncheon at Bevo Mill
Restaurant, 4745 Gravois Ave.,
St. Louis. The cost of the luncheon

is $13 per person. Guests will
gather at 11:30 a.m., and lunch will
be served at noon. All medical
school staff retirees are welcome.
For more information, call Mary
Rogers at 867-2320.

Getting a Sense Of their future home At the Program in Physical Therapy's Open House
Saturday, March 25, second-year student Brett Tatko leads Class of 2000 admitted students on a
facilities tour in the 4444 Forest Park Building. Students learned more about the program, met with
faculty and current students, toured the School of Medicine and visited some of St. Louis' sights.
The Program in Physical Therapy's Class of 2000 will have 82 students.

MERIT status awarded to Schmidt for diabetes research
Robert E. Schmidt, M.D., Ph.D.,
professor of pathology, has
been honored for his contributions to the understanding of
diabetes by receiving MERIT
(Method to Extend Research in
Time) status for his latest grant.
The grant from the National
Institutes of Health will provide
more than $1.5 million during the
initial five years of support. The
funding enables Schmidt to
continue studying diabetesrelated nerve damage to the
autonomic nervous system. This
system regulates cardiac, gastrointestinal, urinary and sexual
function.
Schmidt previously showed
that diabetes can selectively
damage a component of the
autonomic nervous system called
the sympathetic nervous system.
In affected diabetic patients, this
damage can cause diarrhea or
constipation, an irregular
heartbeat, loss of blood-pressure
regulation, impotence and other
complications that can lead to
disability or death.
Schmidt has studied the nerve
damage, called diabetic auto-

nomic neuropathy, in humans and
experimental animals for more
than a decade. In an ongoing
study of 400 autopsied humans,
he has identified a pathologic
alteration associated with the
damage. Schmidt has found large,
door-knob like swellings in
extensions from sympathetic
nerve cells in humans with
diabetes. These extensions, or
axons, are critical for regulating
autonomic nervous system
function. "The nerve cells
themselves and many of their
processes appear to be intact, but
when something is wrong with the
axon nerve terminal, problems
develop," Schmidt said.
To understand how diabetes
damages the sympathetic autonomic nervous system and to
devise therapies to prevent or
reverse the damage, Schmidt has
developed experimental animal
models of this nerve damage.
Remarkably, these rodent models
of diabetes show the identical
neuropathological changes
observed in human patients. In
addition, Schmidt has discovered
that the same type of nerve

damage occurs in nondiabetic,
older individuals. This finding
suggests that diabetes might
accelerate the normal aging
process.
Schmidt is studying
experimental animals to gain
insights into how these nervous
system abnormalities arise. He
has discovered that drugs that
interfere with nerve cells' ability
to metabolize glucose dramatically accelerate the development of nerve-terminal
swellings and that careful
regulation of blood- sugar
levels after the onset of diabetes
reverses some of this nerve
damage in animals. He recently
reported in the American
Journal of Pathology that an
insulin-like growth factor called
IGF-I reverses nerve damage in
diabetic animals even at minute
doses that don't affect blood
glucose levels.
Schmidt will investigate how
IGF-I undoes sympathetic
nerve-cell damage and what
role other growth factors might
play in preventing or reversing
the damage.
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University Events
St Louis PRINTMARKET to feature top print dealers April 7-9
BY LIAM OTTEN

The St. Louis PRINTMARKET will play host to
26 of the country's most
notable print dealers April 7-9,
offering a dazzling display of fine
prints and other works on paper
at the University's Gallery of Art.
This year marks the 17th
anniversary of the annual dealer
conclave, which has earned a
reputation as one of the most
prominent events of its type in
the Midwest. And, whether for the
aspiring novice or the experienced collector, PRINTMARKET
offers a diverse selection of fine
artwork at a wide range of prices
that will appeal to art lovers of all
shapes and sizes. At PRINT-. MARKET, old master prints,
antique maps, historical posters
and Americana keep company
with Australian Aboriginal prints,
Japanese woodblock prints and
contemporary works.
"We're delighted to feature an
eclectic mix of the old and the
new, emerging talents alongside
internationally known artists,"
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Christo's 1993 lithograph "Package on Radio Flyer Wagon" will be
part of the 2000 St. Louis PRINTMARKET at the Gallery of Art.

said Cecile Lowenhaupt, founder
and chair of PRINTMARKET.
PRINTMARKET creates a
relaxed setting in which the public

is invited to browse, talk with
dealers and learn about collecting.
Regular hours are from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. April 8 and 9. Admission is

$5 per person and $2 for students.
A special preview party will be
held from 6 to 9 p.m. April 7.
Tickets are $50 per person and
$35 for those under the age of 35.
For more information about
either event, call 361-3737.
Lowenhaupt said she is proud
to usher in the new millennium
with a prestigious list of dealers.
"Our 2000 event will feature the
return of a number of perennial
favorites," she noted, "as well as
some welcome new additions —
including Chicago's Richard Reed
Armstrong Fine Art." Armstrong
will showcase 19th- and 20thcentury European and American
prints, drawings and photographs.
Also new this year are
Marlborough Graphics (New
York), Marinkovich Fine Art
(Washington, D.C.) and Pegram
Harrison (Bloomington, Ind.).
For antique lovers,
PRINTMARKET offers an
abundance of historic prints,
maps and architectural drawings
from Gallery 539 (New Orleans),
Charles Edwin Puckett (Dallas)

and Judith Haudrich Antique
Prints (St. Louis). In addition,
Farago Art Associates (New
York) and John Campbell
(Nashville, Tenn.) offer a wide
selection of antique posters.
Island Press, the School of
Art's collaborative printshop,
will present work by nationally
known guest artists as well as by
faculty and students.
Proceeds from PRINTMARKET go to support the
Gallery of Art.
Mark S. Weil, Ph.D., the
E. Desmond Lee Professor for
Collaboration in the Arts and
gallery director, said the gallery
is looking forward to hosting the
assemblage of art enthusiasts.
"PRINTMARKET is a must
for anyone interested in the
visual arts," Weil said. "The
quality and variety of work
presented is outstanding, making
it a show that is unparalleled in
the Midwest. It is truly one of the
best print shows in the nation,
and we are delighted to be
associated with it and to benefit
from it."

Informed Consent • Landscape • Fetal Rights • String Quartet • Student Retreat
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place at Washington
University March 30-April 8. Visit the Web
for expanded calendars for the School of
Medicine (medschool. wustl.edu/events/)
and the Hilltop Campus (www.wustl.edu/
thisweekAhisweek. html).

Exhibitions
"Juhani Pallasmaa: Works on Paper."
Through April 7. Givens Hall. 935-6200.

Film
Friday, March 31
7, 9:30 p.m. and midnight. Filmboard
Feature Series. "Being John Malkovich."
(Also April 1, same times, and April 2,
7 and 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit, $2
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
935-5983.

Wednesday, April 5
6 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "Dersu
Uzala." (English subtitles.) Sponsored by
Asian and Near Eastern languages and
literatures. Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5156.
7:30 p.m. American Indian Awareness
Week film. "A Place called Chiapas."
Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-6288.

Friday, April 7
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"American Beauty." (Also April 8, same
times, and April 9,7 p.m.) Cost: $3 first
visit, $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
Brown Hall. 935-5983.
Midnight. Filmboard
Midnight Series.
"Reservoir Dogs."
(Also April 8, same
time, and April 9, 9:30
p.m.) Cost: $3 first
visit, $2 subsequent
visits. Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Lectures

U., Halifax, Nova Scotia. Room 823
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-7072.
2:30 p.m. Mechanical engineering
seminar. "Modeling and Development of
Nanometer Aerosol Instruments." Da-Ren
Chen, asst. prof, of mechanical
engineering, particle technology lab., U. of
Minn., Minneapolis. Room 100 Cupples II
Hall. 935-6047.
4 p.m. Assembly Series. "The
Politics of Theater/The
Theatricality of Politics in the
. Ancient Roman World." Eleanor
Leach, author and the Ruth N.
Halls Prof, of Classical Studies,
Ind. U. Graham Chapel.
935-5285.
4 p.m. Cardiovascular research seminar.
"Longitudinal Evaluation of LV Remodeling With MRI After Myocardial Infarction
in the Rat: Quantification of Efficacy of
ACE-inhibition." Christine Lorenz, asst.
prof, of biomedical computing and of
biomedical engineering and dir., Center for
Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance.
Room 801 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8901.
4 p.m. Russian Department lecture. "Lyric
and Society: Western Theory and Eastern
European Practice." Claire Cavanagh, prof,
of Slavic languages and literatures,
Northwestern U. Lambert Lounge, Room
303 Mallinckrodt Center. 935-5177.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy and PhilosophyNeuroscience-Psychology Colloquium
Series. "Putting Evolution and
Development Back Together: The Case of
Cultural Evolution." William Wimsatt, U. of
Chicago. Room 216 Psychology Bldg.
935-6670.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium.
"Extending Meromorphic Functions in
Algebraic Geometry." Lucian Badescu,
prof, of mathematics, U. of Bucharest,
Romania, and U. of Calif., Los Angeles.
Room 199 Cupples I Hall (tea 4 p.m.,
Room 200). 935-6726.
6:30 p.m. History lecture. "White
Supremacy and Anti-Semitism: An
Historical Comparison." George E.
Fredrickson, the Edgar E. Robinson Prof,
of U.S. History, Stanford U. Sponsored by
the Organization of American Historians,
the history dept. and the African and AfroAmerican Studies Program. Room 204
Anheuser-Busch Hall. 935-5690.
7 p.m. Architecture's Monday Night
Lecture Series. "Custom Built." Allan
Wexler, artist, Brooklyn, N.Y. Steinberg
Hall Aud. (reception 6:30 p.m., Givens
Hall). 935-6200.

Thursday, March 30

Friday, March 31

9:30 a.m. Mathematics algebraic geometry
seminar. "Quasi-lines on Projective
Manifolds." Lucian Badescu, prof, of
mathematics, U. of Bucharest, Romania,
and U. of Calif., Los Angeles. Room 199
Cupples I Hall. 935-6726.

9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "The
Judicious Use of Antibiotics." Penelope G.
Shackelford, prof, of pediatrics, assoc.
prof, of molecular microbiology and dir. of
pediatric ambulatory medicine div.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.

10:30 a.m. Center for Mental Health
Services Research seminar. "WHODAS
II: Measuring the Burden of Disease and
Disorder." JoAnn Epping-Jordan, scientist,
World Health Organization, Geneva. Room
205 Brown Hall. 935-5687.
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics seminar. "Serendipity in the Euglenozoa: Small Nuclear and
Nucleolar RNAs." Michael Gray, Dalhousie

Noon-1 p.m. Alzheimer's Disease
Research Center seminar. "Protein
Conformation in' Neurodegenerative
Diseases." Thomas Wisniewski, assoc.
prof, of neurology and pathology, N.Y.U.
School of Medicine. Schwarz Aud., first
floor, Maternity Bldg. 286-2881.
Noon-1 p.m. Gastroenterology research
conference. "Apolipoprotein AIV." James

Mu, fellow in gastroenterology.
"Indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase." Greg
Gurtner, fellow in gastroenterology. Room
901 Clinical Sciences Research Bldg.
362-8951.
1 p.m. Philosophy colloquium. "Moral
Dimensions of Embodied Perception."
Kate Parsons, graduate student. Room
101 Duncker Hall. 935-6670.
1:30 p.m. African and Afro-American
studies lecture. "Bad Boys: Public
Schools and the Construction of Black
Masculinity." Ann Arnett Ferguson,
prof, of African and Afro-American studies,
Smith College, Northhampton, Mass.
Co-sponsored by programs in American
culture studies, social thought and
analysis and women's studies and depts.
of education and political science.
Room 300 Eliot Hall. 935-5810.

Monday, April 3
10 a.m. Center for Mental Health Services
Research Seminar Series. "Informed
Consent and Decision Making Capacity."
Enola Proctor, prof, and dir., Center for
Mental Health Services Research. Room
38 Goldfarb Hall. 935-5687.
4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology
seminar. "Revelations From the Library of
80 Potassium Channel Genes in
C.elegans." Lawrence B. Salkoff, prof, of
anatomy and neurobiology and of
genetics. Room 928 McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-7043.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Chemokines and Cell Sorting in
Lymphoid Organs." Jason Cyster, asst.
prof, of microbiology and immunology,
U. of Calif., San Francisco. Eric P. Newman
Education Center. 362-2763.
4 p.m. Physics' condensed matter/
materials seminar. "The Metal - Nonmetal
Transition and Other Mysteries of Substoichiometric Lanthanum Trihydride." R.
G. Barnes, physics dept. and Ames

Laboratory, Iowa State U. Room 241
Compton Hall (coffee 3:45 p.m.).
935-6276.
7 p.m. Architecture's Monday Night
Lecture Series. "Hapticity and Time:
Notes on Fragile Architecture." Juhani
Pallasmaa, architect and the Raymond E.
Maritz Visiting Prof. Steinberg Hall Aud.
(reception, 6:30 p.m. Givens Hall).
935-6200.

Tuesday, April 4
Noon. Molecular basis of cancer seminar.
"Cancer and the Immune System."
Michael Dustin, assoc. prof, of pathology
and asst. prof, of biomedical engineering.
Fifth floor, bone marrow transplant
conference room, Steinberg Bldg.,
Barnes-Jewish Hospital North. 362-8836.
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Motility and Invasion by Toxoplasma."
David Sibley, assoc. prof, of molecular
microbiology. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley
Ave. 362-3692.
12:10 p.m. Physical therapy research
seminar. "Repairing the Damaged Spinal
Cord." John W. McDonald, asst. prof, of
neurology and neurological surgery and
dir., Spinal Cord Injury Unit. Classroom
C, 4444 Forest Park Blvd. 286-1400.
4 p.m. Institute for Biomedical Computing
special seminar. "The Future of
Functional Genomics as Seen From the
Drosophila Blastoderm." John Reinitz,
asst. prof, of biochemistry and molecular
biology, Mt. Sinai Medical School, N.Y.
Room 823 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-2138.

Wednesday, April 5
11 a.m. Assembly Series. "African
Americans: Change Agents for America."
Na'im Akbar, author and clinical psychologist, Fla. State U., Tallahassee. Graham

Chapel. 935-5285. See story on page 2.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Structure and
Motion in a Few Proteins With Roles in
Cancer Progression: TIMP, MMP and
Viral Co-chaperone." Steven R.
VanDoren, asst. prof, of biochemistry,
U. of Mo., Columbia. Cori Aud.,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-0261.
5:15 p.m. Mothers and Babies Research
Center conference. "Fatty Acid Oxidation
in the Placenta." Arnold W. Strauss,
Alumni Prof, of Pediatrics and prof, of
molecular biology and pharmacology.
Room 36, third floor south, St. Louis
Children's Hospital. 747-0739.
6 p.m. Arts & Sciences
Century Club lecture.
"Gauguin, Van Gogh and the
Avant-Garde: Making Art
Modern." Elizabeth Childs,
assoc. prof, of art history
and archaeology. Room 162
McDonnell Hall (wine
reception 5:30 p.m.). For
information and registration, call
935-4986.
7 p.m. Visual Arts & Design Center slide
lecture. Michael Pittari, editor, Art Paper.
Steinberg Hall Aud. 535-4660.

Thursday, April 6
8 a.m. I. Jerome Fiance Visiting
Professor of Medicine lecture. "Spotwelding in the Lung: Integrin-mediated
Activation of Transforming Growth Factor
Beta." Dean Sheppard, prof, of medicine,
dir., Lung Biology Center, and assoc.
chair of biomedical research, U. of Calif.,
San Francisco. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 362-8983.
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics lecture. Michael
Nonet, asst. prof, of anatomy and
neurobiology. Room 823 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-7072.

Famed Irish poet visits for April 11 reading
Irish poet Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill,
hailed by the Irish Literary
Supplement as the "most
acclaimed Gaelic poet of the
century," will read from her work
at 8 p.m. April 11 to conclude the
1999-2000 International Writers
Center Reading Series. The
reading, which coincides with
National Poetry Month, takes
place at the West Campus
Conference Center.
Dhomhnaill, who writes
exclusively in Irish Gaelic, was
born in 1952 in Lancastershire,
England, and raised in Ireland.
Her books in Irish include "An
Dealg Droighin" (1981) and "Fear
Suaithinseach" (1984) — both of
which were awarded the Arts
Council Prize for Poetry and the
Sean O. Riordain Award — and
"Feis" (1991). Books that include
an English translation are "Rogha
Dan ta"( 1986), "Pharaoh's

Daughter"
(1990), "The
Astrakhan
Cloak" (1992),
"Cead Aighnis"
(1998) and
"The Water
House,"
scheduled for
publication this
spring. Her
poems have
been translated by a who's-who of
contemporary Irish poetry,
including Seamus Heaney, Paul
Muldoon and Eilean Ni
Chuilleanain.
In addition to poetry,
Dhomhnaill has written numerous
plays for children, several screenplays and a libretto and is editor of
the anthology "Jumping Off
Shadows: Selected Contemporary
Irish Poets" (1999). She lives in
Dublin with her husband and four

children.
Dhomhnaill will be introduced
by Guinn Batten, Ph.D., assistant
professor of English in Arts &
Sciences. A book signing will
follow the reading, and copies of
Dhomhnaill's works will be
available for purchase.
Tickets are $5 and free for
students and seniors. Arts 8c
Education cardholders receive a
two-for-one discount. For more
information, call 935-5576.
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Festival offers pow wow, Mounds visit
American Indian Awareness Week set for April 3-8
An American Indian pow
wow celebration, traditional
Indian cuisine, lectures and
movies are among the activities
planned for American Indian
Awareness Week April 3-8,
hosted by the Kathryn M. Buder
Center for American Indian
Studies at the George Warren
Brown School of Social Work.
The week's centerpiece is the
10th annual Washington University Pow Wow, to be held from
noon to 10 p.m. April 8 in the
Field House. The pow wow
includes American Indian
dancers, trading booths, arts,
crafts, music and food.
"Pow Wows are an opportunity for American Indians to
come together," said Cherokee/
Lakota Patty Grant, a master of
social work Buder Scholar and the
Pow Wow chair. "American
Indians travel many miles to come
and participate in this event. This
is a wonderful opportunity to
make new friends, renew old
friendships and honor those you
love."
Entertainment includes gourd
dancing, blanket dancing, intertribal dance contests and songs
and features American Indians
from throughout the United

States, including Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Illinois, Wisconsin and
North Carolina. Grand entries will
begin at 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.
This year, the pow wow will
pay special honor to the life of
Kathryn M. Buder, a founder and
longtime supporter of the center,
who died Jan. 19. She was 93.
American Indian Awareness
Week Activities are sponsored by
the Buder Center and the American Indian Student Association.
All activities are free and open to
the public. For more information,
contact the Buder Center at
935-6288 or visit the Web (http://
gwbweb.wustl.edu/Users/Buder/
awareness.html).
Other activities during the
week will take place in the social
work school's Brown and
Goldfarb halls. They include:
• Monday, April 3: Traditional
American storytelling — Dolores
Santha, national storyteller for the
Seneca and Comanche, sharing
traditional stories and teachings;
children are encouraged to attend
(1:30 p.m., Brown Hall Lounge).
• Tuesday, April 4: American
Indian food tasting — A sampling
of traditional and contemporary
American Indian foods (4-6 p.m.,
Student Commons, Goldfarb

2 p.m. Thesis defense. "Dendrite and

Friday, April 7

Spine Dynamics After Glutamate Receptor
Activation." Mayer Josh Hasbani,
neuroscience dept. Room 928 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-7130.
4 p.m. Cardiovascular research seminar.
Edward M. Geltman, prof, of medicine and
asst. prof, of radiology. Room 801 Clinical
Sciences Research Bldg. 362-8901.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
colloquium. "Timescale of Planetesimal
Differentiation in the Early Solar System."'
Meenakshi Wadhwa, assoc. curator of
meteorites, geology dept., The Field
Museum, Chicago. Room 361 McDonnell
Hall. 935-5610.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy colloquium.
"Emotion and Moral Judgment." Gopal
Sreenivasan, asst. prof, of philosophy,
Princeton U. Room 216 Psychology Bldg.
935-6670.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium.
"Special Lagrangian Submanifolds:
Something Old and Something New."
Robert McLean, U. of Mo., Columbia.
Room 199 Cupples I Hall (tea 4 p.m.,
Room 200). 935-6726.
5 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series."On
the Crossroad of Two Avenues:
Cytoskeleton and Synucleins." Andrei P.
Surguchov, research assoc. prof, of
ophthalmology and visual sciences. East
Pavilion Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hospital
Bldg. 362-5722.
7 p.m. Architecture's Monday Night
Lecture Series. "The Abstraction of
Landscape." William Curtis, architectural
historian and the Ruth and Norman Moore
Visiting Prof. Steinberg Hall Aud.
(reception 6:30 p.m., Givens Hall).
935-6200.
7:30 p.m. Feminist reading group
meeting. Rachel Roth, author and asst.
•prof, of political science and women's
studies, will discuss her book, "Making
Women Pay: The Hidden Costs of Fetal
Rights." Hurst Lounge, Room 201
Duncker Hall. 935-5102.

,

Noon. American Indian Awareness Week
lecture. Levi Esquerra, business developer
for Ariz. Commission on Indian Affairs.
Brown Hall Lounge. 935-6288.
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "The Role of Cholesterol and
Cholesterol-enriched Membrane Domains
in the Regulation of EGF Receptormediated Signaling." Linda J. Pike, assoc.
prof, of biochemistry and molecular
biophysics. Room 426 McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-2725.
Noon-1 p.m. Gastroenterology research
conference. Jeffrey I. Gordon, prof, of
medicine and Alumni Prof, and dept. head,
molecular biology and pharmacology.
Room 901 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8951.
1:30 p.m. Thesis defense. "A Role for
lnterleukin-1b in the Contact Hypersensitivity Response." Laurie P. Shornick,
molecular cell biology program. Room
10064 Clinical Sciences Research Bldg.
362-2725.
4 p.m. Neuroscience seminar. "Activitydependent Mechanisms Controlling the
Development of Visual System Connections." Hollis Cline, Cold Spring Harbor
Lab., N.Y. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-7190.
6 and 8:30 p.m. Travel Lecture Series.
"Adventures Along the U.S. - Canada
Border." John Holod. Sponsored by WU
Assoc. Cost: $4.50. Graham Chapel.
935-5212.

Hall).
• Wednesday, April 5: "A Place
Called Chiapas" - a free screening
of this 90-minute documentary,
which won the 1999 Genie Award
for best Canadian documentary.
The film is an in-depth look at the
Zapatista indigenous uprising for
democracy, indigenous rights and
economic justice in southern
Mexico. A human rights worker
with experience in Chiapas will
lead an after-film discussion (7:30
p.m., Room 100 Brown Hall).
• Thursday, April 6: Cahokia
Mounds tour - a visit to the
remains of the most sophisticated
prehistoric native civilization
north of Mexico. Located a few
miles west of Collinsville, 111., this
U.N. World Heritage Site is a
2,200-acre tract with an interpretive center. The tour departs from
the school of social work at 4 p.m.
To register and arrange transportation, call Ramona M. Connors
at 935-6288 before April 4.
• Friday, April 7: Lecture —
Levi Esquerra, a Chemehvevi and
a 1999 graduate of the school's
master of social work program,
will speak on his job as the
business developer for the
Commission of Indian Affairs in
Arizona (noon, Brown Lounge).
Mendelssohn. Women's Bldg. Lounge.
935-4841.

' Kayla," a photograph by Ashley N. Lawson, is part of the
exhibition "Super Imposed." The show, which includes work by
15 first-year School of Art graduate students, opens with a
reception from 6 to 9 p.m. April 7 and remains on view through
April 15 in the school's Des Lee Gallery, 1627 Washington Ave.
For more information, call 935-6500.

Springfield. Tao Tennis Center.
935-5220.

Saturday, April 1

Saturday, April 8

8 p.m. Voice recital. Music of Schumann,
Debussy and Ireland. Klaus Georg, tenor,
and Henry Palkes, piano. Graham Chapel.
935-4841.

9 a.m. Men's tennis vs. U. of Wis.,
Oshkosh. Tao Tennis Center. 935-5220.
10 a.m. Men's and women's track and
field. WU Invitational. Bushyhead Track
and Francis Field. 935-5220.

Thursday, April 6
8:30 p.m. Holmes Jazz Series. InsideOUT,
jazz combo. Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall.
935-4841.

Sports
Friday, March 31
4 p.m. Women's tennis vs. Augustana
College (III.). Tao Tennis Center. 935-5220.

Saturday, April 1
9:30 a.m. Women's tennis vs. U. of
Chicago. Tao Tennis Center. 935-5220.

Sunday, April 2
12:30 p.m. Men's baseball vs.
Eureka College. Kelly Field.
935-5220.

Tuesday, April 4

On stage
Thursday, March 30
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series. "Behind the
Broken Words." Anthony Zerbe and
Roscoe Lee Browne, actors. (Also
March 31, same time). Cost: $25.
Graham Chapel. 935-6543.

Friday, March 31
8 p.m. Performing Arts dept. play. "The
Imaginary Invalid." William Whitaker,
dir. (Also April 1, 7
and 8, same time,
and April 2 and 9, 3
p.m.) Cost: $10; $8,
senior citizens and
WU faculty, staff
and students.
Edison Theatre.
935-6543.

4 p.m. Men's baseball at Maryville
U., St. Louis. 935-5220.

Music

Wednesday, April 5
3:30 p.m. Women's tennis vs. Eastern I
U. Tao Tennis Center. 935-5220.

Thursday, March 30
8 p.m. Student string quartet concert.
Music of Mozart, Beethoven and

And more...

Friday, April 7

Friday, March 31

3:30 p.m. Women's tennis vs. U. of III.,

11:45 a.m. 15th St. Louis Symposium on
German Literature. Lectures and

Sports Section
Baseball drops 4

Women's netters win

Men win pair

The baseball team posted th -ee
wins early last week to impn )ve
its record to 15-4, one of the best
starts in team history, before
suffering through an 0-4 we< :kend
that left the Bears with a 15- 8
mark. WU picked up a 19-1 ( ) win
at Eureka College Tuesday, N larch
21, and swept past Illinois
College, 14-9 and 13-6, Thui sday,
March 23. The Milwaukee S( :hool
of Engineering (MSOE) put a
stop to the win streak with a 14-6
victory Saturday, and Illinoi »
Wesleyan added an 11 -1 win to
finish the day. The Bears sufl ered
two more losses Sunday, dro pping a 10-7 decision to MSC E
and falling 7-5 to Benedictin e
University.

The women's tennis team won its
fifth straight match and improved its record to 8-5 with a
5-4 home victory over NCAA
Division II Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville Friday
night, March 24. SIUE jumped to
a 2-0 lead with wins at No. 1 and
No. 2 doubles, but the No. 3
doubles tandem of Shilpa Reddy
and Jen Kivitz recorded an 8-1
win, and the Bears ripped off
four straight singles wins to
clinch the match. Kivitz won at
No. 4 singles, Abbie Lockwood at
No. 5 and Robin Behrstock was a
winner at No. 6 singles. Freshman Steph Cook sewed up the
win with a victory at No. 2
singles.

The men's tennis team posted two
wins over the weekend to stretch its
winning streak to four matches and
the Bears overall record to 8-3. WU
posted a 5-2 win over NCAA
Division II Missouri-Rolla Friday,
March 24, before sweeping past the
University of Chicago, 7-0,
Saturday. Mike Feldman (No. 2
singles), Pat Doyle (No. 3 singles),
David Genovese (No. 4 singles),
Max Schlather (No. 5 singles) and
Jimmy Takeuchi each went 2-0,
including their doubles wins.
RllIHieTS ViCtON0US
The men's and women's track and
field teams got the 2000 outdoor
season off on the right foot as both

discussions about the work of Heinrich von
Kleist. (Continues through April 2).
Whittemore House and Women's Building
Formal Lounge. 935-5106.
2 p.m. 2000 Heart of America Patent Law
and Policy conference. "Re-engineering.
Patent Law: The Challenge of New
Technologies." Randall R. Rader, federal
circuit judge. (Continues through April 1).
Cost: $220 before March 23, $240 after
March 23, $20 students. Anheueser-Busch
Hall. 935-7244.
8 p.m. Open Door Art Studio benefit
concert. SH-B00M will per- form
oldies. Cost: $10 in
advance, $12 at door.
Co-sponsored by
Residential Life, Alpha
Phi Omega and Student
Health Services.
Gargoyle, Mallinckrodt
Student Center (art
exhibit, Green Chairs).
935-6324.

Monday, April 3
1:30 p.m. American Indian Awareness
Week event. Traditional American
storytelling. Dolores Santha, national
storyteller for the Seneca and Comanche.
Brown Hall Lounge. 935-6288.
2 p.m. Short course. "Opera Theatre of
St. Louis Circles the Globe in 2000." Hugh
Macdonald, the Avis Blewett Prof, of music
and chair; Sue Taylor, lecturer and dir.,
Friends of Music; and Trebor Tichenor,
ragtime musician. (Mondays through April
24). Cost: $80, Friends of Music $70. For
information and registration, call
935-6759.

Tuesday, April 4
4 p.m. American Indian Awareness Week
event. Food tasting. Student Commons,
Goldfarb Hall. 935-6288.

Thursday, April 6
4 p.m. American Indian Awareness Week
event. Cahokia Mounds tour. Departs from
George Warren Brown School of Social
Work. To register, call 935-6288 before
April 4.

Friday, April 7

tean- s came away with victories
e Washington University
.Jj..
Meet Friday night,
„ ,
an Herschberger, Tim
. ,.
n and Travis Deutman
L ■
led one, two, four in the
. _ft
3 meters, and Julien,
jl
chberger and Deutman
'
one, three, four in the
^"
) meters. Richard Greene
' ,
David Popiel were'first and
id in the 110-meter
,
Jes. On the women's side,
s n Chou won the 1,500 and
^^
,000 meters, while
„,
u dine Rigaud captured the
^.
ind 200 meters and the
mrdles. Natasha Rich™on d won the shot put and the
™m mer throw, and Kristin
Mea de won the triple jump.

6 p.m. PRINTMARKET preview party. Cost:
$50, $35 for those under age 35. Steinberg
Hall. 361 -3737. See story on page 4.
7 p.m. Catholic Student Center twilight
retreat. "No One Cries the Wrong Way: On
the Goodness of God and the Mystery of
Human Suffering." The Rev. Joe Kempf.
(Dinner 6:30 p.m.) Co-sponsored by
Catholic Student Center and WU Student
Union. For reservations, call 935-9191,
ext. 250.

Saturday, April 8
9 a.m. Continuing Medical Education
program. "Myasthenia Gravis: Clinical and
Basic Concepts." Cost: $125, physicians;
$95, allied health professionals. Eric P.
Newman Education Center. (Registration
and breakfast, 8:30 a.m.; dinner, 6 p.m.,
Holiday Inn, Westport Plaza.) For
reservations, call 362-6891.
10 a.m. PRINTMARKET. Sale of fine prints
and other works on paper. (Also April 9,
same time.) Cost: $5, $2 for students.
Sponsored by WU Gallery of Art. Steinberg
Hall. 361 -3737. See story on page 4.
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News
Publication links
neighbors, University
— from page 1

A Slice Of College life Area high school students Mike Lantzy (left), a sophomore from Parkway
North High School, and Kela Whitney, a freshman from Soldan International Studies school,
participate in a genetics experiment in a Rebstock Hall laboratory. Science outreach personnel
brought honors students from the two schools, one in the city, the other in the county, to the
University for a day that provided a slice of college life, in the lab and elsewhere on campus.

China
Soft coal use yields
high emission levels
— from page 1

to a service-oriented economy
also has made a difference, as
have the use of scrubbers and
desulfurization techniques in
coal-driven power plants.
"As for China, it is an
immense country with a growing
population, and their coal
reserves are massive and predominantly soft coal, which is the
dirtier kind. China is in the midst
of a booming industrialization
process. It makes economic sense
for them to burn coal because it
is so abundant. We've begun to
see more acid rain complaints in
Indochina, Japan and Korea,
mostly from Chinese sulfur
emissions.
"So, in the broad sense, as we
begin a new century, that big
problem of the '70s and '80s has
now shifted more toward the
East."
The United States, the former
Soviet Union and China have
been the world's major powers
during the past 50 years, and they
easily lead the world in sulfur
production, accounting for
53 percent of global sulfur
emissions during the latter part
of the study. The European
community was next, followed by
Japan. Husar's time frame was
1850-1990, encompassing the

Industrial Revolution, two world
wars and complex economic and
policy changes of the latter part
of the century.
The study is the only one to
examine annual sulfur emissions
by each country through a long
time span.
Husar said that global fuel
consumption over the past 50
years actually has gone up, yet
emissions have stabilized in most
parts of the world because of
cleaner fuels and cleaner consumption methods.
"One of the reasons that
emissions haven't really gone up
exponentially over the past 100
years in the United States is
because of the fact that now
perhaps twa-thirds of the energy
is supplied by relatively clean
fuels," he explained. "Also,
particularly in the past 40 years
or so, pollution controls have
reduced the amount of emissions
released into the atmosphere. If
not for cleaner fuels and emissions controls, the amount of
sulfur emissions today would
easily be three or four times what
they are now."
Husar estimates that global
sulfur emissions in 1850 were
1.2 million metric tons, just
1.7 percent of his 1990 estimate
of 71.5 million metric tons.
Beginning in 1913, there was a
leveling off and then a decline
during World War I. The early
years of the Great Depression saw
a marked decrease in emissions,
but that soon changed with
World War II. There was a

continuous increase in the postwar years, with a drop in 198183, corresponding to declining
oil demand during the global
recession.
Since 1970, U.S. emissions
show a general decline. No
coincidence, according to Husar,
who noted the passage of the
Clean Air Act in 1977 and the
subsequent Clean Air Act of
1990, which requires that all
power plants not exceed a
certain emissions level.
As the 1990s began, the
United States and Canada were
emitting a combined estimated
15 million metric tons of sulfurv
compared with approximately
22 million metric tons by China.
Sulfur emissions are the
prime ingredient in the creation
of acid rain. While the United
States and Canada skirmished
with each other over acid rain in
the 1980s, it's not the villain that
it was then, largely because of
less acidic, cleaner skies in the
Western hemisphere. The clouds
now loom over the East.
"The same cycle that
characterized the industrial
areas of North America and
Europe in the '70s and '80s is
well under way in Asia now,
particularly mainland China,"
Husar pointed out. "The Asian
countries realize something
must be done to control acid
rain, and they are beginning to
address the problem. Acid rain
does not depart the world with
the end of the century. It's just
gone somewhere else now."

Employment
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to cf6000.wustl.edu/hr/liome (Hilltop) or mediclne.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding
positions may be
obtained in the Office of
Human Resources,
Room 130, West
Campus. If you are not a
WU staff member, call
935-9836. Staff
members call 935-5906.
Reading Specialist
(part time) 980130
Medical Science
Writer 980189
Manager 990233
Gift Accountant
990244

Career Development
Specialist 990374
Counselor 000014

Library Technical
Assistant for Islamic
Studies 000162
University Web Editor

Assistant Director of
Development 000232

Contract Management
Liaison 000258

Coordinator,
Multicultural Student
Groups 000237

Administrative
Coordinator, External
Relations 000259

Regional Director of
Development 000057

000164

Administrative
Secretary 000065

000168

Insurance Analyst
000238

Administrative
Assistant II000260

LAN Engineer 000094

Communications
Technician 1000188

Systems Manager
000239

Administrative
Secretary 000261

Library Assistant
000099

Researcher 000190
Research Assistant
000191

Watchman (licensed)
000262

Insurance Assistant
000101

Manager of
Employer Relations
000240

Secretary/Technical
Typist (part time)

Data Entry Operator
000199

000102
Head of Access

000116
Assistant University
Webmaster 000118

Contract Management
Supervisor, Help
Liaison 990261
Desk and E-mail
Contract Management Administration
Liaison 990262
000144
Director/Executive
Assistant Director,
Faculty Liaison
Management

990280

Systems 000149

Engineering Librarian
990364

Administrative
Coordinator 000160

Lab Technician III

Seismic Data Analyst
(part time) 000203
Department Secretary
000209
Researcher 000212
Accountant 000220
Department Secretary
000222

Lab Technician III

000241
Administrative Aide
000244
Administrative
Secretary (part time)
000245
Residential College
Director 000248

Assistant Director of
Admissions 000224

Director, Carolyn
Roehm Electronic
Media Center
000250

Sales Associate (part
time) 000229

Department
Secretary 000251

Manuscripts Cataloger
(temporary) 000230

Research Technician
000256

Human Resources at
362-7196. External
candidates: Submit
resume's to the Office
of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002,
St. Louis, MO 63110,
or call 362-7196.
Professional Rater
(part time) 000299

Business Manager
000264

Insurance Billing
and Collections
Assistant II 000961

Admissions Assistant
000266

Research
Technician 001003

Customer Assistance
Clerk 000267

Insurance Billing
and Collections
Assistant II 001056

Administrative
Assistant 000268
Regional Director of
Development 000271

Medical
Campus
This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine. Employees:
Contact the medical
school's Office of

Medical Secretary I
(part time) 001272
Staff Scientist

001358
Research
Technician I

001384
Research
Technician II

001385
Secretary III

001526

Suzanne Goodman, associate
director for community relations
and editor of the newsletter.
"Similarly, it is a vehicle for the
University to become better
informed about the activities and
aspirations of its neighbors."
In the operating statement of
the newsletter, the purpose of the
publication is stated as:
• To recognize and publicize
the activities and achievements of
neighbors living adjacent to the
Hilltop Campus;
• To communicate to Washington University's adjacent
neighborhoods activities of the
University that could affect the
quality of residents' lives;
• To publicize events on
campus including lectures, plays,
art exhibits, concerts and athletic
events which the neighbors are
encouraged to attend; and
• To communicate news events
that affect the adjacent neighborhoods, such as construction of a
new building on campus,
Commencement, or an event of

Day care
New service will
help WU families
■ from page 1

Executive Vice Chancellor Richard
A. Roloff. The CDCA contract is
the group's first step toward
addressing the issue.
Under the contract, interested
faculty and staff will have
interviews with CDCA representatives to discuss their particular
needs and the parameters of the
care they seek. Questions will
include:
• How much is the employee
willing to spend?
• Where does the family live?
And where should the care center
be located?
• How many children are
involved?
• Does the family have
educational expectations for day
care?
• Are there dietary or other
special requirements?
Given the needs that emerge
from the interview, the CDCA, a
United Way agency established in
1969, will then suggest centers

E-challenge
MBA students take on
real-world assignment
— from page 1

appropriate strategies and present
recommendations concisely and
professionally. Practicing these
skills also prepares students for
job interviews, which often
include this kind of problemsolving component."

great significance, such as the
Oct. 17, 2000, presidential debate.
Initial reaction to the newsletter has generally been positive,
Goodman said. "Several neighbors have phoned for more
information on the events listed
in the back page calendar or
simply to say, 'Thanks for the
timely information,'" she noted.
"A subcommittee of the Washington University Neighbors'
Council will serve as a volunteer
editorial advisory board to
provide input about residents'
interests and offer suggestions for
stories."
The Spring 2000 issue has a
detailed article on the small
group housing project at the
corner of Millbrook and Big
Bend boulevards and a piece on
plans for the Uncas A. Whitaker
Hall for Biomedical Engineering
at the northeast corner of
campus.
In addition to construction
news, each newsletter also
features a message from Chancel-,
lor Mark S. Wrighton, a column
focusing on the activities and/or
accomplishments of a person
who lives near the University, an
article about the University's
service to the community, a
calendar of events and a listing of
Neighbors' Council members.
that meet those needs, serving in
the role of matchmaker bringing
families and providers together. In
every case, the final decision rests
with the family. The cost for the
CDCA services will be borne by
the University.
The agency, located on Lindell
Boulevard in St. Louis, provides
these services to individuals,
corporations and institutions
throughout the St. Louis metropolitan area, drawing on its
comprehensive resources about
care centers and their accreditation.
Alan S. Kuebler, executive
director for resource management
in the University's Purchasing
Office, said the new program is a
single step in a larger process.
"This is one piece of an overall
examination of the child care
needs of our faculty and staff," he
explained. In fact, the University
has engaged a professional survey
firm to canvass a random sample
of the community by telephone to
determine additional child care
needs.
Thomas W Lauman, director
of benefits in the Office of Human
Resources, said faculty and staff
will receive a mailing this spring
about the service and how to use it.
Epic Partners is a national
information technology services
provider offering comprehensive
business solutions in e-commerce,
multiservice network integration,
systems integration, strategic
services and project management,
with offices in Orange County,
Calif., San Francisco and St. Louis.
The firm's two divisions, Epic
Strategies and Epic Integration,
provide design and implementation services primarily to middlemarket companies and divisions
of Fortune 1000 companies.

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police from March 20- 26. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This
release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on the
University Police Web site at rescomp.wustl.edu/-wupd.

March 20

March 23

9:37 a.m. — A University
employee reported the theft
of five leather seat cushions
and three lamps, together
valued at $5,000, from the
Lien Residential House
common area.

10:35 a.m.— A researcher
reported the theft of a Mettler
top-loading scale worth $1,000
from Room 357 Busch Laboratory.
University Police also
responded to eight additional
reports of theft, four reports of
vandalism, two reports of
destruction of property, two bike
thefts and one report each of
assault, suspicious person, public
indecency and trespassing.

9:54 — An employee reported
the theft of four lamps and an
area rug, valued at $1,600,
from the Gregg Residential
House common area.
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Notables
Academy of Science of St. Louis
honors five faculty members
Five Washington University
faculty members with world
renowned reputations will be
recognized for contributions and
advances in their fields by the
Academy of Science of St. Louis
Wednesday, April 5, at the
academy's 2000 Outstanding
St. Louis Scientists Award Dinner.
The event will take place at
Monsanto Co. in Creve Coeur.
Being honored are:
• Steven F. Dowdy, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of pathology
at the School of Medicine and
assistant investigator in the
Howard Hughes Medical
Institute;
• Sarah C.R. Elgin, Ph.D.,
professor of biology in Arts &
Sciences and professor of
biochemistry and molecular
biophysics at the medical school;
• Philip Needleman, Ph.D.,
adjunct research professor of
molecular biology and pharmacology at the medical school;
• Robert H. Waterston, M.D.,
Ph.D., the James S. McDonnell
Professor of Genetics, head of the
Department of Genetics and
director of the Genome Sequencing Center at the medical school;
and
• Michael E. Wysession,
Ph.D., associate professor of earth
and planetary sciences in Arts &
Sciences.
Both Needleman and
Waterston

will receive
the Peter H.
Raven
Lifetime
e
RM^K T^^$ ^ ^ Award,
presented to
Um mmZ..
afl
an estab■P^
^^M
lished
■■JK' ^M
scientist with
a distinM. J^^ fl
Needleman: Known guished
as 'father' of Celebrex career of
service in
science.
Needleman, who also serves as
chief scientist at Monsanto and
co-president of G.D. Searle, is
known as the "father" of
Celebrex, the new potent antiarthritic and anti-inflammatory
drug. He has made significant
contributions to research into
organic nitrates and blood
pressure regulation and to the
discovery of molecules that
convey information from the
heart to the kidneys.
Waterston is a key player in
the Human Genome Project, an
immense mapping project that
consists of many scientists from
around the
world. His
team is
ahead of
schedule in
finishing a
draft of the
complete
DNAofthe
human
genome, the
Waterston: Key
instruction
role in DNA mapping
set for
human life. Just recently, it was

announced that researchers had
mapped a human chromosome
for the first time; some of the
mapping of chromosome 22 was
done at Washington University.
Waterston has been crucial in
ensuring public access to the work
his team has done on the Human
Genome Project and has set the
standard for the daily release of
DNA
sequencing
data.
Elgin, a
leading
research
investigator
in molecular
biology in
gene
regulation,
Elgin: Advocate
wiu receiVe
of hands-on science ^e Fellows'
Award, which honors active
scientists who also excel in
communicating to and teaching
colleagues, future scientists and
the general public. As a leader in
the effort to improve the teaching
of "hands-on" science in
St. Louis-area schools, Elgin has
shared her work with elementary
and secondary school teachers
throughout the region.
Dowdy and Wysession both
will be
honored with
the Innovation Award,
which
recognizes
scientists
under age 40
who have
exhibited
Dowdy: Developed 8reat
HIV technology
potential and
have emerged
as leaders in their fields.
HIV research has benefited
from the work of Dowdy, who
developed a method to introduce
proteins into the body where they
can attack and kill the HIVinfected cells. This technology is
considered a stepping stone in
transforming the drug delivery
system for an unlimited number
of biomedical problems.
Wysession, considered one of
the world's
leading
authorities
on the Earth's
interior,
developed a
seismic
tomography
technique to
obtain the
first complete
Wysession: Authority
map of the
on Earth's interior
Earth's coremantle boundary. Using seismic
waves to create images of the
structure of deep Earth, he has
pioneered a second revolution in
plate tectonics.
Founded in 1856, the Academy
of Science of St. Louis carries out
its mission to increase public
interest in science, engineering
and technology and improve
science literacy through programs
in schools and teacher education.

Medical faculty receive promotions
The following School of
Medicine faculty members were
promoted (effective March 3, 2000,
unless otherwise indicated)
following the March 3 meeting of
the Board of Trustees.
Carolyn J. Anderson, Ph.D., to
associate professor of radiology;
J. Perren Cobb, M.D., to
associate professor of surgery
(general surgery);
Jeffrey A. Drebin, M.D., Ph.D.,
to associate professor of surgery
(general surgery);

Jeffrey M. Gidday, Ph.D., to
associate professor of neurological
surgery;
Terry C. Lairmore, M.D., to
associate professor of surgery
(general surgery);
Mark A. Mintun, M.D., to
professor of radiology;
Janet S. Rader, M.D., to
associate professor of obstetrics and
gynecology; and
Kelvin A. Yamada, M.D., to
associate professor of neurology
(effective July 1,2000).

Applied Science, has been elected
to the College of Fellows of the
American Institute for Medical
and Biological Engineering
(AIMBE). He was installed at
AIMBE's annual meeting, held
March 3-5 at the National
Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C. He joins founding
AIMBE fellows Frank C-P Yin,
M.D., Ph.D., chair and the Stephen
F. and Camilla T. Brauer Professor
of biomedical engineering, and
Salvatore P. Sutera, Ph.D., the
Spencer T. Olin Professor in
biomedical engineering, both in
the School of Engineering and
Applied Science....

Of note
Daniel A. Low, Ph.D., assistant
professor of radiology, recently
received a three-year $709,657
grant from the National Cancer
Institute for a project titled
"IMRT for Gynecological
Malignancies."...
James G. Miller, Ph.D., the
Albert Gordon Hill Professor in
Physics in Arts & Sciences,
research professor at the School
of Medicine and professor of
biomedical engineering in the
School of Engineering and

William E. Wallace, Ph.D.,
professor and chair of the
Department of Art History and
Archaelogy in Arts & Sciences,
recently was awarded the
Umhoefer Prize for Achievement
in Humanities in recognition of
"the outstanding merit" of his
book, titled "Michelangelo: The
Complete Sculpture, Painting,
Architecture."...
Roger D. Yusen, M.D.,
assistant professor of medicine,
has been awarded a five-year
$589,700 grant from the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
to study emphysema outcomes
and technology assessment.

OlympiC-SIZed grillS Freshman Andrea Ugent (left) fakes out an Ultimate Frisbee opponent
Saturday, March 25. The competition was one of 10 events in the first Residential College
Olympics, which drew over 900 South 40 residents out to the Swamp.

News Analysis
News Analysis contains excerpts from the For Expert Comment service. The service, which provides timely faculty comments to media across the
country, is distributed by the Office of University Communications.

Map of human genes belongs to everyone,
says Genome Sequencing Center director
Robert H. Waterston, M.D,
Ph.D., is the James S. McDonnell
Professor of Genetics, head of the
Department of Genetics and
director of the Genome Sequencing Center at the Washington
University School of Medicine.
The center is a collaborator in the
Human Genome Project.

0

ffifl |n March 14, President
Bill Clinton and British
Prime Minister Tony
Blair affirmed their support for
the Human Genome Project,
which is unraveling the human
genetic blueprint," Waterston
said. "They gave high praise to
the policy of making the
emerging map of genetic
information freely and immediately available to scientists
worldwide.
"The significance of the
declaration cannot be overstated. It maintains that the
basic biology of human life
belongs in the public domain.
And it recognizes that the DNA
sequence that comprises the
human genome is an incredibly
powerful tool that will allow
scientists to chart human
evolution, study genes that
interact in complex biological
processes and pinpoint genetic
changes that are involved in

currently intractable illnesses such
as cancer, heart disease and
diabetes.
"The tradition of making DNA
sequence data freely available
upon publication is long established, dating back more than
20 years to the creation of a public
database called GenBank,"
Waterston continued. "When pilot
sequencing of the human genome
began in 1996, the collaborators
agreed to deposit all data in
GenBank before publication
virtually as they were generated so
other researchers — whether in
academe or industry — could
build rapidly and without
constraint upon this important
information.
"Such an approach should not
— and need not — be limited to
public institutions. For example,
a public-private consortium is
constructing a map of genetic
markers called SNPs with the sole
purpose of placing the map in the
public domain.
"The policy of rapid and free
data release works," Waterston
said. "Already, the availability of a
partial map of the human genome
has transformed medical research,
enabling the discovery of genes
associated with certain types of
cancer, congenital deafness,
cerebellar ataxia (a disease of the

nervous system) and diabetes,
to name but a few advances
involving sequences released by
our center.
"The potential for commercial applications based on
human DNA sequence data has
lured a number of institutions
in the private sector to begin
collecting such information. Yet
no private effort can match the
achievements of the Human
Genome Project so long as it
borrows from the public
database to enhance its data set
without a reciprocal deposit of
its own sequence information.
"In calling for these
companies to release their raw
gene-sequence data to the
public database, Clinton and
Blair made clear that the map
of the human genome should
not be privately owned.
Moreover, they attested that
humankind would be better
served if a more accurate and
complete map could emerge
sooner than otherwise might be
possible, allowing the talent
and creativity of the international scientific community
(both public and private) to
focus on what it all means.
Those of us who are part of the
Human Genome Project could
not agree more."
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With President Clinton
still smarting from
allegations of
improper conduct in
the White House,
current presidential candidates
have struggled to build firewalls
between the public figure and the
private person, brushing aside
questions about "past peccadilloes" as irrelevant and unjustified
violations of personal space.
While "no comment" is a
cherished campaign ploy, the
notion that politicians should be
allowed to separate their public
and private selves is truly a
modern phenomenon, according
to Derek M. Hirst, Ph.D., the
William Eliot Smith Professor of
History and chair of history in
Arts & Sciences.
"Our ancestors were sure that
the inner and the outer self were

culture and other contemporary
influences interacted with and
shaped political history.
Hirst might have been content
to spend his career at Cambridge,
but coincidence and his association with Plumb combined to
bring him to America. Plumb also
had served as a graduate adviser
for Richard W. Davis, another
British historian who had since
become professor and chair of
history at Washington University.
As fate would have it, Davis asked
Plumb for suggestions of
promising young British historians who might be interested in
faculty positions here.
"Some academics in America
find it unimaginable that anyone
would voluntarily move away
from the comfortable surroundUnder Oliver Cromwell's watchful gaze, British historian Derek M.
ings of Oxbridge," Hirst said,
Hirst, Ph.D., chairs the Department of History in Arts & Sciences.
referring to England's venerable
universities. "But actually, the
demands of committee work in
the Oxbridge college system are
huge. Lots of time and energy go
to waste." .
Hirst is grateful that the
seriously misinterpreting the
Strier of the University of
administration here has staff to
social forces behind past events Chicago, and "England In
handle many of the University's
as in Marvell's case.
Conflict 1603-1660: Kingdom,
day-to-day operational matters,
While historians have lauded
Community, Commonwealth"
but the responsibilities of
Marvell as an early champion of
(Oxford University Press/Edward
administration have returned to
religious tolerance and political
Arnold of London).
haunt him in his new role as chair
freedom, none bothered to dig
A longtime fellow of the
of the history department.
into his motivations. Hirst and
prestigious Royal Historical
Hirst became chair just as
Zwicker conducted an extensive
Society, Hirst centers his ongoing
Arts & Sciences voted in and
review of Marvell's writings,
research on the way 17th-century
began implementing a new
including early work as
curriculum, with a
one of Britain's most
renewed emphasis on
famous lyric love poets
interdisciplinary work.
"Our ancestors were sure that the inner "It has forced us to
and later essays that
rank among the
and the outer self were two sides of the rethink how our
nation's most biting
program is arranged
same coin.... Everybody knew, therefore, from freshmen year
political satire. Their
conclusion: Marvell's
through graduate
that personal dysfunction must signal
fierce campaign for
school and to develop
political dislocation.""
individual rights grew
new interdisciplinary
out of an inner struggle
approaches to both
DEREK M. HIRST
that tugged at every
teaching and research,"
fiber of his personal
Hirst said. "At the
life— a lifelong effort to reconcile
England, which thought of itself
moment, it's generating a huge
his own powerful homoerotic
in the traditional terms of the
workload, but as someone whose
interests with the societal
organic body politic, coped with
own research and teaching are
pressures of a repressive and
change. Although people tended
very interdisciplinary, I'm all for
highly patriarchal British culture.
to imagine their world as a stable
it."
"Derek Hirst has been a
organism, it was in fact a time of
Congenial environment
superb colleague and collaboraconsiderable commercial change
tor," Zwicker said. "The opportuand political innovation. The fact
Zwicker shares his enthusiasm
nity to teach and work with him
that pornography, for example,
and believes the University offers
has been one of the most
became a powerful form of
a congenial environment for
rewarding of my academic
political argument in this period
scholarly partnerships like his and
experiences, and though we've
suggests the imaginative power
Hirst's. "There are interdisciplibeen doing collaborative work for
of the stresses that were genernary programs in the humanities
a long time, the possibility of
ated.
at other universities, but none of
exploring relationships between
Hirst grew up close to the turf them have been so productive,
politics and culture, as we have
he studies. The son of a grocer in
both in the classroom and in
done on the essays of Andrew
the small town of Ventnor on
research," Zwicker said.
Marvell, seems only to become
England's Isle of Wight, he made
Hirst's duties have included an
more and more interesting."
his mark as a "scholarship boy"
ongoing effort to rebuild the
Hirst and Zwicker's essay on
at one of the country's more
department, which had shrunk
Marvell's sexual identify and
prestigious and academically
from a staffing level of more than
politics appeared this year in
challenging "prep" schools. At
20 faculty to only 15 full-time
ELH, a leading journal of English
age 14, he was reading John
equivalent positions in 1998.
cultural studies. The team, which
Locke and launching his first
Hirst has helped reverse that
has collaborated on interdiscipliexplorations of 17th-century
trend, hiring four faculty in the
nary research for more than 20
history.
1998-99 academic year and
years, also plans to co-author a
His academic success led to a
searching for two more new hires
book on their research in the next
scholarship to Cambridge
this year. Several of these new
few years. After that Hirst intends
University, where he studied
faculty have come aboard as joint
to produce a study of the English
under Sir John Plumb, a leading
appointments with other
republican experiment of the
British historian and former
disciplines.
1650s that will, among other
graduate adviser to Hirst's
"For years, the history
things, explore how our modern
secondary school history teacher.
department tended to think of
distinction between the public
Hirst achieved the top-ranked
itself in terms of coverage — we
and the private began.
undergraduate degree in history
had to have someone in this area
at Cambridge in 1969 and
or that role or that period," Hirst
Prolific writer
finished a doctoral degree there
said. "Now, as Arts & Sciences
Widely published in major
in 1973.
moves toward a more interdiscihistory journals, Hirst has two
He was a fellow of Trinity
plinary approach, it's become
books out this academic year —
Hall at Cambridge from 1971 to
clear that history is well posi"Writing and Political Engage1975 and director of studies in
tioned to bridge the gaps between
ment in Seventeenth Century
history there in 1974 and 1975.
a number of departments and
England" (Cambridge University
Like his mentor, he became
programs in the humanities and
Press), co-edited with Richard
interested in how popular
social sciences."

Exploring personal roots of public issues
two sides of the same coin," said
Hirst, a specialist in 17th-century
British history. "The premodern
world assumed the overlap of the
public and the domestic. Everybody knew, therefore, that
personal dysfunction must signal
political dislocation."
And while modern scholars
often find it easier to ignore the
messy details of historical figures'
individual concerns and motivations, Hirst has made them a
central focus of his research.
During the last decade, his studies
have focused broadly on the
meaning and consequences of the
17th-century English Revolution,
but the questions he raises are
BY GERRY EVERDING
often intensely personal. A faculty
member here since 1975, Hirst is
known for showing how cultural,
societal and even individual
psychological issues helped shape
early-modern British history.
Hirst's research is widely
respected, but his most recent
foray has, he admitted, led him
into dangerous academic territory.
The latest in a long line of joint
research conducted with Steven
Zwicker, Ph.D.,
the Stanley
Elkin Professor
of English in
Arts&
Sciences, this
provocative
study explores
how homosexuality
shaped the life
and work of
17th-century
British poet
and politician
Andrew
Marvell.
"Modern
scholars tend
to be squeamish about
trying to relate
the interior life
to the public
career," he
noted. But the
result is that
historians have
tended to
produce overly
rationalized
accounts of
past events and
people,
Hirst visits London with his sons Sam (left) and
running the
Nick and his daughter, Lily.
risk of
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